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The Crime Scene

- Items and Issues to consider before stepping into the crime scene.
  - First Officer on scene: interview and access what was done / what was not done.
  - Securing the crime scene.
  - Legal justification for entering the crime scene.
  - Primary vs. Secondary Scene.
  - Linkage Theory.
  - Lead Crime Scene Investigator
Crime Scene Response
Safety Issues of a Crime Scene

- Night Searches - low light conditions.
- Biohazards
- Chemical Exposures
- Structural Integrity
The Walk Through

• After briefing from Patrol Division.
• Keep hands behind your back!
• DO NOT TOUCH A THING!
Crime Scene Documentation

• Notes
• Rough Sketch
• Still Photography
• Video Photography
• Scan 360 Device
• SCR 360 Device

Drone Technology
Google Maps
Final Sketch
Measurements
Still Photography
Video Photography
Laser Scanner 360 Instrument
OSCR 360
Documentation with Drones
Arial Perspective
Latent Prints
Latent Prints
Other Impression Evidence
Biological Evidence
Blood Spatter Analysis